
Flying Dragons

Origins: Chinatown in New York has changed since the tongs had
complete rule in that area back in the 1900s to 60s. Flying Dragons started
in 1967 in the 70s they were a bunch of teenage hoodlums with some
senior members they started out protecting each other. Their leader at the
time and founder Micheal chen was running the streets of chinatown and
did not have the same values or respect as the tongs did Micheal chen had
an old chinatown boss benny ong support him and introduce him to all the
other bosses suppliers gun dealers of chinatown making the Flying
Dragons a force in the streets but the rival tongs of Benny ong had there
own groups of chinese taiwanese immigrants with there own gang called
the ghost shadows with the bosses not wanting to do the dirty work
anymore the younger generations had given them much manpower to do
all types of things.

80s:Flying Dragons did not care what crime they committed, most of their
members were underage so they would get juvie or sent back to china
members as young as 12 were doing shootings or worse without fear of the
cops. Flying Dragons had a hand in the heroin trade. Michael Chen did not
want anything to do with drugs so most of it was on the hush hush he
would rather stick with extortion and controlling the streets of Chinatown to
make money. In 1983 the ghost shadows came up with a plan to get rid of
Micheal Chen. It was 12 am and Michael Chen was called to meet at a 24
hour coffee shop in the area and as he left his apartment he was gunned
down. The tongs did not like his way, he did not care about the community,
a man to believe untouchable was dead, he never got confronted while on
the streets he wore gold jewelry and had the best looking woman was a



party animal now gone his successor is believed to have set him up but this
is only a rumor. The new leader was Johnny eng he did not care for the old
ways of money making such as extortion or controlling the streets.

New leadership:Johnny eng imported china white and sold it making
millions. Johnny, seeing his rise had no reason to be on the streets
anymore all he cared about was profits so he entrusted street operations to
his cousin Tzu Yen Chen Luu. Tzu Yen Chen Luu got in connections with
the triads moving in the china white and organized the members into crews
copying the other gangs in the streets with the Johnny eng and triad
backing the Flying Dragons they were a force on the streets again. Tzu Yen
Chen Luu led the street operations to a new high by buying properties in
other areas in new york and making them fronts for selling china white
gambling selling fake jewelry getting into other drugs cocaine became a
favorite for the flying dragons it was more for sniffing then selling. Tzu Yen
Chen Luu brought his family into the Flying Dragons, one of these
members where his uncle Terry Luu was importing fake jewelry and fake
product clothes into New York and selling them in chinatown.

ooc part this is gonna be an asian street gang that's how it's gonna be run.
Where a street gang that will be focusing on what an asian gang in the 80s
would be doing in that time period. Also you guys should make the fake
jewelry racket so people can walk around with fake stuff they paid for it can
add to rp like people saying your shit fake or it's real it will be more for the
players to have fun with it. You could use the jewelry you have and just
make it low texture or something Just an idea. Also we don't need heroin as
a racket is just part of the backstory of the Flying Dragons.


